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Stansells' final year leading students to study in South America
For the past four years Ron and
Carolyn Stanscll have taken a group
of students to study abroad in South

America. This year, their fifth,
will be their final year doing South
American Studies Program (SASP).
Before the Stansells led the

SASP, they led a Juniors Abroad

trip to Bolivia. However, after
administrators

returned

students get to go on, they must also

Sucre, and also visiting

By LEIGH ROTHWEILER
Voice/Opinion Editor

from

a

conference about study abroad

programs, the Stansells were asked
to prepare a proposal about a study
abroad program in South America.
The Stansells were missionaries

in Bolivia for eighteen years before
they came to George Fox and even
adopted two of their daughters from
Bolivia. Tt is safe to say that this
dynamic duo know a great deal about
South America—especially Bolivia.

"We love South America and

wc want George Fox students to

experience it," Ron Stanscll said.
The program usually takes place
mainly in Bolivia with trips to Cusco

and Machu Picchu in Peru and Iguazu
Falls and Buenos Aires in Argentina.
Students also get to explore Bolivia,

visiting its two capitals. La Paz and

attend class and do a field experience.
The classes include a Spanish
class. Religions of South America,

Potosi and the silver mines.
Students do all this while

living in Santa Cruz, Bolivia

History of Latin America, and

with a host family.
However, last year,

Customs and Cultures of South
America.

d u e t o i n t e r n a l c o n fl i c t s

in Bolivia, the trip had to

students to visit Lima, Peru,
in addition to Cusco and
Machu Picchu. The main

for his practicum. There were also
many students this past spring were
going into elementary education,
so they were set up at different

really got to experience the
mestizo lifestyle instead of
an indigenous lifestyle.

schools within the city and helped
the teachers with various tasks in the
classroom.

This final SASP trip

geographically, many things
are still very similar in both
countries. Bolivia and Paraguay have

taken great pride in being hospitable
to foreigners. So while the Stansells
did not haveji^contacts in Paracuav
Paragi

Photo courtesy of LEIGH ROTHWEILER

through visiting, studying, and
praying together.
that they will not have anywhere else
wc

lose

the

commuters

lounge I don't know what I will do,"
said commuter Rivers Gydesen.

"If we lose the

a

commuter

who carpools and
sometimes has a 4-5

c o m m u t e r s

hour break in her long

will move to the Foxhole

lounge I don't

in the Student Union

Building (SUB) for the

know what I will
do."

day at school, it is
important for Gydesen

spring 2010 semester.

- Rivers Gydesen

the growing population
of international students

has changed and shaped them."

were able to make many personal

started out as a missions major at a

c o n t a c t s .

different university and by the time

Along with the trips that the

to have somewhere to

keep her food, lock up

her belongings, study,
and have a quiet place
to rest. Gydesen says

Live music could be heard in each

building, The band set up groups

cart. An attendant would make lattcs,

between EHS and Wood-Mar, there
were all kinds of activities and crafts
to do.

The lighting ceremony was in

the quad at 6:30 p.m., Candles were
passed out and participants held them
as they sang Christmas carols around
the clock tower. Sarah Baldwin gave a

brief message to those in attendance
about the Christmas season and

its true meaning. Even those who
didn't brave the cold saw the many
lights and heard the music. It was a
beautiful way to kick off the holiday
time, celebrating Christmas and
knowing that the New Year is just
around the corner, too.
Inside the main halls of the

word out, while commuters believe

could meet the growing needs of
the English Language Internationa!

it is George Fox's responsibility to

one commuter in the lounge, and
with the "many nooks and crannies

serves as the Commuter Lounge

area set aside.

where commuting students have

Beginning in the spring, the
Foxhole will be open for commuters
from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. every day. To

do, The Commuter Lounge gave

The Christmas season seemed to

Joseph, and baby Jesus stood in
a live manger outside of Stevens,
complete with real animals. The

students and this is one of the ways
to celebrate a bit of Christmas every

students. He sat in EHS while Mary,

go by so fast last year by many
day, enjoying the season and making

Christmas characters were all there:
a combination of faith and modern

it last.

lore; even though students could sit

of the Christmas is the birth of our

on Santa Claus' lap there was an awe
around that manger that let people

savior, Jesus the Christ. We have a

know that was the real event, that
was where it was.

off with cookies and hot chocolate, a
cafe cart, fire roasted marshmallows,

But remember the true meaning

beautiful season and a wonderful day
devoted to giving and family because

of his gift to us. Enjoy your family,
other parties with your friends, and
finding gifts for those you love, just
remember the reason for the season.

and a horse drawn carriage ride. The

line was long and it was cold but the

commuters and express commuter
concerns." Lau wants to help them

facility.

do not have the opportunity to build
community like on-campus students

projects, papers, and presentations.

"would love to sec a small group
of commuters working to engage
find an alternate location. He hopes

community," l.au said.
The core group of commuters
who regularly use the lounge feel they

And Old Saint Nick made an

appearance, taking pictures with

Lau stressed his openness

in five to seven years when the new
student union building is built that
there will be a commuter collegium

prepare their food, safely stow their
belongings, and "build a sense of

It was fun and festive. It helped
many relax from the stress of piling

to commuter needs and said he

the safety of the students u.sing the

the chance to rest, study, store and

the halls and setting the mood for
the night.

inform commuters of this resource.

in tlic house," he was concerned for

At present, the Moore I louse

The general response from
attendants about the party was good.

properly publicized to commuters.
However, they disagreed on who was
responsible for the lack of publicity.
Lau thought that commuters should
take more initiative on getting the

institution in mind. The switch

Lounge. At times Lau observed only

mochas, and smoothies to order for
those waiting.

in band were able to participate in
the Christmas patty by spreading
beautiful, practiced music through

craft supplies. Students, professors,
hats and decorated stockings and
ornament balls. Being a child again

less then a dozen use the Commuter

of instruments in each. Students

The Christmas party was finished

Both parties involved agree
that the Commuter Lounge was not

Out of the 500 commuters, a little

decorations for their dorm rooms and

three buildings were tables with
and children alike made reindeer

o f fi c e s .

horses were beautiful. The fire sat
next to the Vvne for watmtb and once

it started with the official lighting
where carols were sung. Inside
Stevens, Hoover, and the Atrium

enables her to do all this.

Lau was concerned with "using

was encouraged, students enjoyed
the festive atmosphere and created

on the cart people were squished
close together for heat, An additional
goodie for standing in line was a cafe

the setup of the commuter lounge

what we have [facilities] in the best
way," with the needs of the entire

s h e w a s fi n i s h e d h a d d e c i d e d t o

homes.

The annual Christmas Party was

change was approved. Currently there

Lau.

Another student from last year

also hope to return to Paraguay soon,
and visit the friends they made on
last year's trip.

held on Dec. 5 at 6:30 p.m. As usual

and utilize unused office space, the

cultural center will provide "much
needed lounge space for [them]," said

students and sec how being abroad

before taking the students down
there, they, along with the students,

By NIKKI MARINO
Reporter

As

are 120 international students and the

travel. Ron has dreams of teaching

Christmas celebration

The Commuter Lounge

accommodate

While the Stansells are retiring

from George Fox at the end of this
year, they still have plans to teach and

This is definitely not their last
trip to Bolivia, they said, and they

from the other trips

will reopen in May 2010

To

for four months out of the year like

we were," Carolyn Stansell said. The
SASP is currently the only study
abroad program in South America
that George Fox is connected to.

For Children.

to go.
"If

Cross-Cultural House.

aren't as free to just pick up and leave

said. "It's especially meaningful
in eight to ten years when they sec

ilvcn though last year's
trip varied considerably

a c u l tu r a l c e n te r fo r In te r n a ti o n a l

as a Cultural Center/

was little interest. A lot of people

a different culture," Carolyn Stansell

Paraguay.

Commuters who take advantage

close for renovations on Dec. 18 and

someone to take over for us, but there

internationally while Carolyn has
thought about being a part of CASA
(Court Appointed Special Advocates)

of the Moore Mouse arc concerned

The Moore House will officially

year. "The university did try to find

to be learners and learn what their
faith means and how to act it out in

the

them a chance to build community

students.

Stansells retire at the end of this

Stansells

take

Moore

the

to take over this program after the

back to Bolivia instead of

will

House would no longer be used as
the Commuter Lounge but rather

c o n fi r m e d

surgeries free of charge.
Unfortunately there is no one

"Wc try to help students learn

students

Lau

a

Stansells let him do prison ministry

drawback of this change
is that the students only

Moore House will soon be used for international

Brad

do

Last year, one of the men on the
SASP trip had a calling for prison
ministry and has done it for a few
years in the United States, so the

the only other landlocked
country in South America.
This trip allowed the

transformation;

Vice President of Student Life

also

student's interests in mind.

be changed to Paraguay,

Commuter lounge

By LIA THOMPSON
Guest Reporter

Students

practicum, which is set up with the

change her major to nursing due to
her practicum. She helped at a non
profit organization that provided
eye exams, glasses, and at times eye

obtain card access to the Commuter

Lounge in the Foxhole, email your
seven-digit student ID number to

Jerc Withcrspoon (jwithcrsp(>on@
gcorgcfox.edu). Please contact the

Student Life Office (x2316) if you
have any questions.

Photo by KATHRYN ANNEY
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Cat adoption team
More cats in shelters during hard economic times

^ "nJlTXbiq difference

Little Bruins community's youth

Bruin
occur once
George Fox students reach ^•vcryoBigsemester,
^ parties
featuring games,
Ncwbcrg

demcntary schools in ^ in
proximately
prosrnm. and

By SERENITY TURNER
Guest Reporter

An antsy fifth-grader joins
the throng of his classmates at his

watches him play tag with his friends.
She shoots hoops with him on the

Every Friday.

students and "students who maybe
with difficult home lives or who arc

Gallup became interested in the
Big Bruin program after involvement

struggling in school arc also chosen,

school. Her participation with the

don't have a lot of friends.' Students
she

His collar identifies him as "Leo,"

and he squeezes his green eyes shut
as a purr rumbles from his chest.

former cat owner simply decided that
he or she was not a "pet person" after
all.

However, whatever their reason

Leo is one of several hundred

for being there, CAT is dedicated
to placing each individual cat in the

homeless cats staying at Cat Adoption

ideal home. Adoption procedures arc

Team here in Sherwood, Ore., their

thorough.

last and best stop on the long road to
finding a permanent home.
Cat Adoption Team, or CAT. is a

no-kill shelter and adoption program
dedicated solely to felines. Begun in
1998, the organization consists of a

When prospective cat owners
arrive at the shelter, they fill out a
survey called "Meet Your Match.
Developed by the ASPCA in New
Yo r k , t h i s f o r m w i l l d i s c e r n w h a t

type of cat would be most ideal for
adopters and their households.

main shelter in Sherwood featuring
an on-site veterinary hospital, 11
adoption outreach centers spread

Questions about activity levels,
other pets in the home, or preferred

out across the Portland area, and a

amount of interaction narrow the

network of dedicated foster homes.

field. At the end of the survey, a

Their mission is to take in the

color-coded cat personality type is

cats nobody else wants, and find each
one the perfect home. Most of the

assigned to the would-be owner.

c a t s C AT t a k e s i n c o m e f r o m o t h e r

been pre-evaluatcd into groups with

shelters, where they would have been

euthanized because of issues ranging
from age and health to shelter
overcrowding. According to one

CAT empk)yee, nearly 70% of the
cats come from other shelters, wiiile

a r o u n d . 3 0 % a r e s u r r e n d e r e d t o C AT

by the public,

Cats like l.eo end up in ilie

shelter for countless different reasons,

but current economic problems have
begun to rake their roll on pets and
pet owners alike. CAT's lifetime
return policy has resulted in some
heart-wrenching decisions.
"What we're seeing now arc
older kitties...close to eight or nine,
up in the early teens. They have

medical problems, kidney failure or
diabetes...and people can't afford to
keep them and treat them, so they
bring them back here," said CAT PR
manager Kalhy Covey, herself an avid
c:tt lover.

Cat owners downsizing to
apartments due to the economic

crisis faced troubling choices as well.
"Some of the reasons [for giving up

Each shelter cat will already have

names like "Private Investigator,
"Sidekick," and "Party Animal."
Each cat wears a collar in tlie color

assigned to his or her particular
profile. No longer does adoption
need to be a sbot-in-the-dark affair.
New owners will know what to

expect from their pet.
After "Meet Your March,"
adopters fill out an adoption contract
outlining other requirements such
as refraining from unnecessary declawing surgeries.

The system works. Jimmy, a

handsome fellow with long grey
and white fur, is proof of that. The
information sheet clipped to the

front of ids enclosure has a pink slip
attached to it, bearing the best word a
shelter cat could ask for: "Adopted."
"Sidekick" type, and his gentle yet
engaging personality will suit his
new job perfectly: bringing comfort
to people in hospitals and nursing
homes as a therapy cat.
As the day draws to a close,
an autumn dusk falls outside the

[the owner] couldn't afford the

pet deposit. Some of those places'

shelter, however, it's all warmth and

deposits arc outlandisli. Sometimes
they're moving in with somebody else

bright lights, with the future arguably
shining the brightest of all.

from a house to an apartment and

,

,

,,,

program at Cicorgc Fox is unique,
itowcver,

"A lot of girls got put with little

girls," she says, "and I got a boy." Yet
the two have bonded.

at Dundee Elementary School,

"It's rewarding for mc," she

suggested.

Counselors pair college students

says. "Any time you do any kind

Gallup, a junior at George Fox
University, has consistently met with
her Little Bruin every week for two

with the chosen Little Bruins using

of volunteer w<jrk you get out of

based on their hobbies and interests.

and a half years.
"What made me continue [with

The pairing is further determined by
the times a Big Bruin is available to

enough about her Little Bruin to
worry about his future.

the program] was my little bruin," she
says. "I want to be there for him."
The Little Bruins program has
been one of George Fox's volunteer

come to the school.

opportunities for the past six years.
College students are paired with some
of Ncwberg's neediest elementary and
middle school students to provide
them with stability and attention.

Bruin last year. Will I get one this

Two

middle

schools

and

the application Big Bruins complete,

vou head a little bit." And she cares
"Is anything I'm trying to
suddenly tell him going to stay with
him?" she questions. She worries that
he will forget what she's helped him

"[Students] really enjoy the extra
attention," Whiting said. "They come

into my office and say, T had a Big

learn.

Bur then he looks at her. And his

year?'"

eyes light up.

Skillman, herself a Big Bruin for
three years, said her Little Bruin is
"becoming much more trusting" and

the belief that someone cares," Hall

"[The program] gives [students]
said.

has "just opened up a lot."

six

Dreaming of an economical Christmas
B y TA J S H E E N A C U R T I S
Reporter

Christmas on a budget is the
theme of this holiday season. Manycan count on this Christmas being a

different one. The reality of the times
is that wc ate experiencing a decline
in the economy.
In response to how the economy
affects Christmas shopping John
Gorlorwulu, assistant professor of
economics at George Fox Universitv,

says Christmas "definitely effects on
multiple levels."

A big question about the
prospects of families cancelling
Christmas this year due to financial
shortcomings. Gorlorwulu said he

expanding. He also forecasts
"purchases will certainlv change in
value."

"People might be buying

"wouldn't be surprised... especially

more imported items vs. domestic

for families at lower income level
scales." All the same, Gorloruwlu

products. Low-end and low priced

stated, "Christmas is such a

i.e. large retails vs. mall stores," said
Gorlorwulu. The ugly downside to

stores are likely to do much better

huge holiday for so many that it
would ptobably just be celebrated

this would be that it furthers to "feed

differently."
R e c e n t l y, w h i l e w a t c h i n g
television, he saw lines of people at

into dragging the economy down."
Another point to note is that

negatives for consumer spending arc
linked with interest rates starting to
rise. Gorlorwulu certainly agrees.
"In U.S. people use lots of credit
to buy things i.e. food, cars,"

"People might be buying

"A key area is on incomes.

more imported items vs.

People's purchases arc measured on
how much money they have. It's a

domestic products. Lov^-

constant downfall at the time. When

end and low priced stores
are likely to do much

the economy is down people have less

money to spend," he said.
Consumer sentiment is a term

he said. "If interest rates start to

go up loans become expensive and
people become less willing to spend
than they did in past. Higher interest
rate with lower consumer spending is

better i.e. large retails vs.

Gorlorwulu introduced a.s being
how people feel. He says the current
state of the economy "makes people

mall stores."

a result,"

John Gorlorwulu

more concerned for the future which

Gorlorwulu also assures chat

"for that to have major impact it is
likely to take a while... chough credit
card rates are a diff storv. Although

would lead to increased savings."
Gorlorwulu acknowledges that
the mood of the country at present

Salvation Army searching for gifts

contains "lots of concerns about

be hard but there arc lots of groups
in the community doing their part to
help those who aren't doing so well."

government races do affect credit

perhaps there will be ".suffering i

refocusing on rhe true values of
(diristmas due to where today's
econorny has left so many. Contrary

government spending going up plus

inflation and the possibility for prices

for their children. "If it means that
people won't celebrate it that would

Gorlorwulu also jokingly said that

going up."

Gorlorwulu argues it is a given

chat Chrisiinas is a season where

terms of one toy instead of two toys

s]5cnding is very high with gifts as

m

this Christmas.

In terms of the likelihood

well as travel.

Me also offered a rough picture of

"f being able to observe more

the estimates. "Retail businesses and

responsible shopping habits and

malls and gift-related items equals
a pretty significant portion though

budgeting, Gorlorwulu responded
definitely" Mc recognizes that
one of ilic key adjustments famil

wouldn't normally affect all sectors

of business. It's the last quarter of rhe

a s

lies

will be making.'

t" 20Cjorlorwulu
06, when .hcompared
e e!conomy■>000

year that accounts for 25% of sales
annual for retail sector," he said..

card rates," he added.
A

true

die-hard

lover

to this, Gorlorwulu isn't confident

about the likelihood of a more devout
C.lirist-ceniered Cdiristmas.

"Apart of me would like to hope

that would be the case, chough from

a rational standpoint 1 would be

surprised if the coming of Christ
and the true implications for our
salvations are increased."

Cjorlorwulu goes further to
See ECONOMY [ Page 8
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C.hrisrmas might be optimistic in

Jimmy was classified as a

shelter. Tonight, countless stray cats
will be curling up in dumpsters or
haunting back alleyways. Within the

a cat) we see recently are moving

,

aren't quite where we want them to
be " or they have "a parent missing
at home," Kevin Mall, counselor

refrigerator.

for being "too active at night." One

added.

in a mentorship program in high

"[The Little Bruins'] social .skills

At the party, he and Gallup took
a picture together and made each
other frames to put them in. He made
Gallup's frame all pink, covered in
tiny lobster stickers, since she's a
girl. It's now hanging on Gallup's

on ridiculous," Covey continued.
On her blog, "The Cat's Meow,
Covey detailed such just cases, such
as a cat relinquished for simply being
"too large" or a kitten surrendered

because we're all doing the same
thing," she said.

He only made it to one of the

talks about it.

in various pitches fill the air. It takes
a moment to notice the feeling this
high-ccilinged room is redolent with:
hope.
In a cheerfully painted
"playroom," a massive black cat lays
sprawled majestically on the linoleum.

the Big Bruins, to "have fun together

Little Bruin parties and missed three
others, but he won a game at the

party and received a prize, l ie still

and then there are some that border

a greater amtuint of contact between

counselors "based on need.
said. She listed examples such as nc

reads books to him in the library.

Rows of spotless steel cages line

Despite its success, the program

could be improved. Clallup hopes for

^'^"utd
' e Brun
i s are chosen

playground's basketball courts. She

the room, and meows and caterwauls

come, or the school year's over,"
according to Hall.

\'allcy Middle School.
Debra Whiting, the school cou "1 would do the progt;"" . '"J
one person wanted to do It, ^ -i

Bruin since he was in third grade.
She sits in the cafeteria with him. She

who doesn't like cats or is allergic.
There are some very serious reasons,

evident in the "despair that [Little
Bruins] show when ]Big Bruins] can't

licla lower than last yearOnly two mentors \ isi -

life walks in. His eyes light up.
Dana Gallup has been his liig

Photo by DANA GALLUP

I lie parries based on a theme, such

.,s "Jungle.s," and the evening is a
favorite among Little Bruins.

The success of the program is

waits, the door opens and one of the
few people providing stability in his

By DANA GALLUP
Guest Reporter

crafts, prizes, and snacks. A
committee under Skillman plans

Skillmaii,

cIa.ssroom door, ready to file into the
cafeteria for lunch. It's Friday. As he

Ui.

til'-"

or e-mail: crescenf@georgefox.edu

Jtie opinions and Ideas presented
"1 this paper do not necessatilv re-

uect those of the Crescent staff, tfie

^sociat^ Student Community, or
i^rge Fox University.

7he Crescent is a bimonthly pubii-

ration and is distributed to campus

torationr various
ASC

„"I?lf£rescenthasbeefia
of die Associated

aiuoent Communrty since 1391.
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Fighting

Sexual assault on the college campus
By LIA THOMPSON
Guesc Reporter

Picture
woinan
aatyoung
a party who
attracti
cannot
ve
c o n t r o l h e r fl i r t a t i o u s b e h a v i o r .

You ask yourself, what is she doing
wearing such revealing clothing? She
disappears to one of the back rooms

with a man at the party, only to

emerge later, disheveled. You pretty
much can guess what occurred. You
catch wind the following week that
she was actually sexually assaulted.
You think, what did she expect,
acting the way she did and being

alone with him? How could you
possibly blame that young man she
was teasing all night? She pretty
much asked for it, right?
Sexual assault is, "Any sexual

act attempted or completed by
force, threat of force, or coercion

fact from myth is the first step toward
changing people's perceptions and
ultimately eliminating sexual assault
entirely. Below are some myths and
facts provided by the Sexual Assault
Resource Center:

MYTH:Women ask to

be raped. Women often
provoke rape by their own
behavior; wearing low-cut
or tight clothing, going out
alone, staying out too late,
being drunk, using drugs,
kissing, etc.
FA C T: N o o n e a s k s t o

be sexually assaulted; nor
does anyone's behavior

against another person's will. This
definition includes acts of fondling,
oral sex, forcing a person to disrobe,
voyeurism, photography, as well as
intercourse," said the Washington

justify or excuse the crime.

County Sexual Assault Resource
Center. Anyone, male or female, can

safe from sexual violence

be sexually assaulted. It is important
to recognize "sexual assault is not
lovemaking; it is an act of violence."
The Sexual Assault Resource

Sexual assault is a crime

of violence, not passion.
People have a right to be
at any time, any place and
under any circumstance.
MYTH: Rape is the result

Center (SARC) provides immediate

of intense sexual desire.

response and support to sexually

FACT: Rape Is, in fact, not

while also educating and raising

an expression of sexual

awareness about sexual assault in the

desire as much as it is

assaulted survivors and their families,

community.
Misconceptions about sexual
assault minimize its seriousness and

place blame on the sur\'ivor rather

than the offender. Differentiating

of sexual arousal that has

no other opportunity for
gratification.The primary
motivation for rape is
to discharge feelings of
anger, contempt, hostility,
vulnerability, or inadequacy.
Sex is the means of

discharging those feelings
and asserting control,
power and exploitation.

Sexual assault occurs everywhere.

"The sexual assault rate for on-

campus college students is four to
five times the national average for
the general population," said Esther
N e l s o n , t h e Vo l u n t e e r M a n a g e r a t

SARC. According to University of
Portland's Stop Assault for Everyone
(SAFE), "At least 1 in 4 college

Santa's belly

,hcir actions, and that victims wnj
be blamed for the crime committed

against them". "We need to make a
«afe place obvious (for victims of
sexual assatdtl," said KathyHc.^
assistant professor of Ung
Georae Fox.

George Fox student \anessa

one George Fox University Chinese
s t u d e n t d e s c r i b e s t h e d i f fi c u l t i e s

she has encountered while being
at George Fox University. Many
students come to George Fox
University not knowing what to
expect. Others come with
expectations that arc
quickly revised. Yet for

X. parties, and more food.
When not unwrapping presents

there has been information and

ways to stay healthy and still enjoy

candies and cookies. But there are

resources on the bathroom stalls tor

food over Christmas break. And
these ways arc quite simple.

help, "George Fox has nothing like

The first thing is obvious:
do not overeat.Why
continue eating when you

those who have been assaulted to get
that," she said. ^

Last spring George Fox faculty

and staff met to discus what was
available on campus regarding
sexual assault. "We decided to

develop passive programming; fliers,
handouts, etc.," said Bill Buhrow,
director of health and counseling
services. This at least begins the

process of allowing opportunity for

assault during her academic career.
At least 80% of all sexual assaults arc

already feel full? Eating
a normal amount and

enjoying the rest later with

leftovers can solve this
common issue with holiday
meals.
Another easy solution to avoid

most other universities.

gaining weight over the break is to

committed by an acquaintance of the

If you or someone you know is

victim." Christian colleges arc not
immune cither. Azusa Pacific, Pacific

sexually assaulted, "Remember it is
not your fault! No matter what you

holiday stress and help keep the
weight off. Try a walk in the winter

Lutheran, and University of Portland

did, where you were, or how you

arc a few of the Christian Universities

responded, the person that assaulted

with policy and programming firmly
in place to educate and advocate
against sexual assault.
The majority of campuses across
the United State have sexual assault

an expression of other,

education and advocacy, along with a
Sexual Misconduct Policy, in place. At

non-sexual needs. Rape
is never the result simply

this moment, George Fox University
needs both. People need to know

they will be held accountable for

exercise. A simple routine can lessen

"What were you wearing?" or "Were

cold, or snow. Go skating with
friends as a night out or try taking
the stairs while shopping. This kind
of exercise does not take the weight

you drinking" is not the proper
response for a victim of assault. We
must create a place for sexual assault

The food at Christmas Is

you is the one to blame," said SARC.

survivors to feel safe to talk, without

room or a lot of sweat, just a little
movement will help.

not as bad as one would

them being victimized further.
"You need not be alone [Sexual

think.Turkey is the leanest

Assault Resource Center] 24 hour

of all meats and most of

c r i s i s l i n e : 5 0 3 - 6 4 0 - 5 3 11 . "

the other traditional foods,

By JOANNA COX
Reporter

J- Yan Zhang. This is how

^-r^hc holidays arc full of food,

people of all ages cat all kinds of

other college campus .she's visited

George Fox from an international point of view
'"T'ht honeymoon is over," says

Reporter

Wilkins said that at almost every

women and men to report sexual
assault at Fox. Much work still needs
to be done before we are on par with

women will be the victim of a sexual

By NIKKI MARINO

such as mashed potatoes
and green bean casserole,
are high in vitamins and
minerals. If your family

eats ham or roast beef f^.
they remain in the English Language
Institute program at George Fox
University. They may only need to

spend a semester in the program if
they are placed in Level D or they
may need to spend several semesters
if they arc placed in B or C. These

students then cake classes in reading,

write and read in a language not their
own. Extra hours of studying ace
required and it is not uncommon to
sec these students at late hours in the

Library and Bruin's den. Yan used

to stay up until 3 or 4 in the morning
each night. This took a toll on her
body, and upset her internal clock.

well. Communication is a challenge.

Christmas, you can go a

Feeling like the third wheel is not

bit easier on the meat and

uncommon

eat more of the trimmings
to make your meal a bit

for

GFU

students

from China, as they try to follow
fast paced American dialogue and
terminology. GFU Chinese students
hope to form close relationships with
fellow American students, but often

each Chinese student,

h e a l t h i e r.
The important thing is not try
to limit yourself to only pumpkin
pie, because it is healthier, when you
have a pecan pic craving. Most often
a piece of both ends up eaten, when
a piece of the desired dessert could

living in another culture is
interesting but potentially
very frustrating.
George
Fox
University Chinese
students encounter many
challenges before even
entering GFU's academic
system. They must
rake a Test of English
as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL) and pass with
a score high enough for
them to be accepted into
the university. They must
go through the arduous
process of attaining a visa

have been eaten in the first place. For
those who love pumpkin and apple
pies, these are the two healthiest

desserts around the holiday season,
so go ahead and indulge in a slice, but
keep it to one at a time.

If you overate at Christmas

dinner or were unable to avoid the

multiple cookies, pies, and candies
sitting around the house, all is not

lost. Eat less for the next meal. One

piece of pic extra will not mean
another pound and it will not make a
person unhealthy.
On the same note, do not "save"

yourself for that big dinner or that
party. Eat healthy snacks throughout

to come to the US. After

attaining a visa, careful
attention is given to
packing sufficiently before
the long flight to America.
After arriving in

the day so that when vou get to ear
later you will not be so hungry you

cannot enjoy the time with family

and friends. Also, if you go all day
without eating you are much more

Portland students travel

likely to eat more at that dinner th:ui

to Newberg and meet host
families. Usually two to
three weeks pass before

you would have otherwise, leading to

the students make move

unhealthy holidav habits.
A smaller meal four to six times a

onto campus. These first

day is also a way to beat the calorics.

few weeks are exciting
ones. Many new students

arc shocked by the many trees, clean
air, and "lack of people," while
enjoying their encounters within

this small town community and
University life.
Chinese students (unless their
score is high enough that they
immediately enter regular classes), will
take another test before beginning

classes at GFU. Depending on their
score they are placed in a level A, B,
C, or D category that will determine

their classes for the rest of the year
as well as the length of time that

writing, speaking and listening,
l.cvcl C and D students also take a

general education course in history,
communication, or sociology. If
they successfully pass these classes
they move onto the next level or into

regular classes (after faking one la,st
final English test).
While American students may
have a difficult time completely their
homework, it is all the harder for

students from China. Although they
may have a good grasp of the English
language, it is still very difficult to

She is thankful now that she has

Photo by LAURAN WOODRUFF

been able to manage making it to bed

before 1 a.m. each night. Yet many

ihcy feel a disconnect, a barrier that
divides
the two cultures.
for helpful and encouraging
The difficulties that many
teachers. Others arc thankful for the
Chinese students encounter include
students express their appreciation

challenges of an American University.
Some students even find the time to

take on additional responsibilities

such as a part time job or internship.
Accompanying the stress of

studying in another language is

the fact that speaking with others
in another language is difficult as

It is healthier and easier to process
into energy for the body when food
is eaten in smaller amounts. So go
ahead and snack on the cheese and

crackers. When you feel satisfied, put

them back and don't go for the piece

"f pic. It will be there for vou later.
1 he holiday season is a hard time

but arc not limited to, the ones above' to keep from gaining weight .iiid
hesc students arc working hard noi anyone on a diet needs to put it on
only to overcome the challenge of hold for the next few weeks and just
attaining a degree but also to master

focus on not gaining any. But with

some exercise and common sense

when in comes to food, even dessert
can be cherished at the Christmas

inner table. Just remember: stop
when you feel satisfied, not full.
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^«TLl^i^£®enl
the
sky'
5>easoncomesrom
totheRoseC
tyi
By DELLA ANDERSON
A&C/Feature Editor

G

ien Hansard and Markcta

Irg1oVa
entered the Crystal

Christmas tradition

traded places for a f
with

Hansard

at

his

aude
i nce wtih her humHThrT
i

more
raw
songs,
Leave. He played on his

By JOANNA COX
Reporter

Afterababout
out an hant,
our, thel fr'tish
amesindependent
XVhen Irglova afilm.
nd theOnce,
frames

brimming with strict

joy. In one explosive
movement they crossed

returned, it was with a new

hosts a glorious Christmas Concert

energy, and as the show began
to simmer, Hansard taught the

for those who realize that beautiful

audience melodies from songs

the stage, greeted the

such as High Horses and Back

crowd wholeheartedly

B r o k e . T h e n i n a u n i fi c a t i o n

of beauty, the band and the
audience became one, each
contributing to the art of music.

a n d s a t o n t h e fl o o r

center-left. They began
the night with You

Annual
G e oly
r g, elike
F ocl
xock
U n i vwork,
ersity
music is part of Christmas, initiated

by the heavenly hosts that "sang"
the good news of the Savior's birth

Season and the Frames were

is Calm, All

Crystal Ballroom with
warmth and bonhomie.
At the end of
Hansard introduced

the Frames (founded
by Hansard in 1990),
who are backing Swell
Season during their

the crowd.

Dec.

with fans was remarkable. He

reaction that there were

interacted with the audience

fans of the Frames
present.

stage,

o n F r i d a y,

Hansard's generosity

evident by the crowd's

The six performers

never once lost the attention of

enthusiastic.

world tour. It was

on

and

audience was completely wonover. Despite the occasional
incoherent attempted quip from
the twenty-one and over section
of the balcony, the audience at
the Crystal was receptive and

Fallen from the sky,

The Swell Scrtwii [Iidkfe!!> pU!>HJI i> fUl tULh lUUI VtjIlUe

each

supremely talented and at ease with
s h o w.

The band played for two full
hours, and only built momentum
throughout. Irglova and Hansard

Hansard, who among several Willie
Nelson and Van Morrison covers.

11

and

Saturday the
12th at 7:30

p.m. There
will also be a

performance
on Sunday the
13th of Dec.

at 2:30 p.m.
at Village
B a p t i s t
Church. The
fi r s t

performances

welcomed the Swell Season to

After jamming for a while

and Irglova left the stage leaving

stage

several times, and even took

Portland.

one another put on an extraordinary

comes

to

time to receive and read a card

from an audience member, which

Photo provided by The Swell Season

is Bright!"

appeared to be having fun, as
they jammed back and forth, and
By the end the Portland

two

are conducted
at
Bauman
Auditorium

bll

which will be
decked-

See SWELL SEASONj page 8

Joseph Rourke, choir president,

is

the sky, a fitting song
opening act filled the

added.

C h r i s t m a s
concert

entitled "All

stark contrast to their

celebration of Christmas, what it is

and what it does in our lives," Jones

to shepherds tending their sheep.

In this second set. The Swell

radiant and lighthcarted. They

"It is amazing how ail of the scurry
and rush and preparation all comes
together in a very peaceful and holy

This year's

must have fallen from

for the two, who, in

open, five hundred tickets were sold!

out

in Christmas
decor

as

I

d e c o r a t e d

by the band
and

choir

students.

Katie O'Doherty;
our very own

O'Doherty released with Post. Post

is known on campus for his hip hop

dedicated musicians

O'Dohcrty's folk and rock sound

worked even harder on

saying, "The Christmas concert is

created an innovative sound that is
fantastic. What is even more fantastic

is that "Words" was produced in rhc
Fox's recording studio and even

will enjoy the spirit of

with O'Doherty. Her band includes

George Fox students Tyler Bowers

Included amongst their

meaning of Christmas.

Mortinson on synthesizer. O'Doherty

repertoire of music is a

and the band can be seen in Portland

Brazilian piece. Those

O'Doherty has only recently
started playing with a band. It is a
new experience since she had been
playing only with her guitar, which

is lovingly named Lily. Her backup

band may consist of all men, but

O'Doherty is pretty certain they
all have fun as well. Mortinson has

in general but despite this, her
creativity and talent carry through
in her music. O'Doherty has been

writing music since the age of nine.

She did not take her first piece

too seriously, but her parents were
impres.secl and encouraged her to
explore this talent.
liver since then she has been

locking herself in her room for

hours to write. She found the perfect

complement to her music writing

when she picked up the guitar at the
age of fifteen.

O'Dohcrty's family is also very

musical. Her dad is a music graduate

from George Fox and knows how
to play many in.strumcnts. He is

Dispersed throughout the music are
readings from the Bible, the best and

true source for contemplating the

and over locations.

making presentations

Handbell Ringers,

given the chance to join in a couple
of classic Christmas songs. "And bv
this time everyone is so excited they
want to get up and sing along," says

Symphonic Band, Strings,
Chamber Singers, Brass
Quintet, Early Music

Ensemble, Flute Ensemble
and the Clarinet Ensemble.
Tickets for this exciting occasion
arc currently available online. The
cost is SIO for adults, S8 for seniors

recording at Ripcord Studio which

knowledge of performing. Growing

i s i n t h e P o r t l a n d / Va n c o u v e r WA .
area. The album will most likely be

in bands with friends and watching

released in June orjuly.
O'Doherty explains that her

music is always changing because

choir in particular tries to make the
musical numbers very interactive. At
certain points in the show the choir

surrounds the audience and sings to

music."

O'Doherty is hoping to record a
new album in May 2010. She will be

The program is not only
inspiring, it is also engaging. The

are.The Concert Choir,
Women's Chorale,

played in a number of bands and says,
"It is so nice to play with a musician
with such a great voice and solid

also who O'Doherty attributes her

him play. Her grandmothers arc both
singers, her mom plays piano, and her
sister plays bass. They are all music

been under preparatlonfor-performance since the
second week of school.

However, both shows are twenty one

M:

musical selections have

our work is what makes this endeavor

of a performance worthwhile everv
year. We create an experience
of spirituality based on our own
faith and our desire to express it."

guitar, and George Fox alums Abe

at the Hawthorn Lounge on Dec. 12
and at the Tonic Lounge on Dec. 18.

-I-T jt^student Katie O'Doherty
considers herself an awkward person

Christmas. Some of the

the exhibition of the George Fox
University Music Department's faith
in pracrice. The hours of pracrice for
the music we perform combined with
the contemplation on the purpose for

on bass, Chris Nicholson on electric
Henderson on drums and Eric

up, she remembers her dad playing

their musical selections
so that all who attend

Both albums can be found on

usiclan and George Fox

"decorating" and perfecting

incredibly short time of a week. Both

iTuncs and CDbabj-. They arc also
sold at live concerts or just by talking

Assistant Editor

Photo by AL ALLEN

also spoke on the inspirational event,

fewer hours sleeping.

By VANESSA WILKINS

Fox studentniav^pennTTonth^r^reparationl

music and the collaboration with

artists spent many hours in George

Photo provided by Katie O'Doherty

These

and George Fox alumni, and S6 for
students and children. George Fox
University students get one free

ticket "Which they all should take

advant.igc of," said soprano section
leader Emily Jones. This statement
is affirmed by the fact that the very

them. The end of the concert will

not be complete until the audience is

Jones.

George Fox Universit)- is ranked
by Forbes as one of the top 100
colleges in the country and highest
among Christian colleges and this
year's Christmas Concert speaks
the quality of its music program
in particular. This long-awaited,
fantastic event promises to be well
worth the viewer's time, and a perfect
way to worship Christ with the
heavenly hosts.

fi r s t w e e k e n d t h e b o x o f fi c e w a s

she is continuing to learn. For her

lovers and some of O'Dohcrty's best

listeners, that means a lot to look

memories arc of when the entire

forward to.

family attends a concert, like Coldplay

or Paul McCartney, for example.

She now goes by the stage name

KFOX LINE-UP

of Katie Carlcne and in the last year
she has released two albums, one in

Mondays

collaboration with George Fox alum,
Alex Post. Her first album, "Sound,"
mixed by Post, can be described
ns inventive with artful lyrics and
musicality. O'Doherty says that her

9:00p The Cheese Stands Alone

lyrics speak more to women but that
men do like her sound. She hopes to
continue making mu.sic that relates to
is the second album

3:00p The Program, DJ Smash
6;00p Fainting Goats,Aaron
Swor, and Abby Canzler
Tuesdays
7:00p H.T.I.D. Radio, DJ Ohm
9:00p Doc McNinja

Wednesdays
9:00p DJ Zerkattack
iOiOOp Spoonfed with Uncle

Fridays
4;00p Listen Loud,
DJs Tyler Rhys & The

Jesse

Thursdays
7:00p Cameron Anglin and

Spectacular Boy Onion
S;00p

Keeping up with the
Joneses

Curtis Norton

9:00p Metal for the Masses
I0:00p Real Talk
Listen in at:

www.kfoxradio.georgefox.edu
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6 I Opinion

Newsweek's new cover
picture was originally shot for a

men—need

feature in "Runner's World", where

crack.

'I'lianksgiviiig with my family
is always rhc same: my dad has

Zwciback. liverj' year, we follow the
carbohydrate bacchanal with a movie,
usually A (Ihristmns Story, and those
who are still awake after that play

been making dcnsc-as-lcad

games. F.very. Single. Year.

as she stands next to an American

By MELANIE MOCK

Associate Professor of English

stuffing since time immemorial;
my sister brings cranberry relish; !
supply the Mennonile rolls, called

Our family is so predictable I
was surprised by my own divergence
from the norm when, during this
season's dinner, I

Yo u S o l v e a P r o b l e m L i k e S a r a h ? "

wearing shorts

an allusion to the "Sound of Music"

and

presidential candidate,

song about Maria. Tiic alluring

Bless-America

Sarah

pose, the out-of-context picture,
the perplexing question: they all

grin?
For
example, former
Republican
presidential

Palin.

Me,

Huckabce

equal at work and at home, and that,
therefore, any woman who cries foul
is a feminist harpy who just needs to
get over It.
Color me feminist harpy, then.
Because I would argue the Palin
"Newsweek" cover is sexist, revealing
that in the realm of politics, as in

in

23

other areas, men and women arc not

shoot

with

equal. Indeed, the photo of Palin

D e c e m b e r

November
coincides

Palln's book tour for

her recently released
"Going Rogue." On the
cover, Palin appears in
workout gear; in skimpy
shorts and a tight, albeit
long-sleeved, top. (The

allowed to display religious symbols;
even Christmas trees are sometimes

referred to as "holiday trees" or

"family trees."
On the side of the opposition,
religious decorations can, in
some cases, go against the idea of
separation of church and state. Also,

doubt the minutes of that meeting
bear witness to anything about
advancing a secular, anti-Christmas,
and anti—God agenda.
Yet still O'Reilly's arguments and
examples scare me as a Christian and
my first reaction is to agree. However
when I meditate on it I realize the

whole thing is silly.
If it is a war on Christmas, then it
is a war on commercial Christmas, in

which case I do not care. By changing
the name of the holiday and making
it more secular stores have not

suppressed the religious or spiritual
side of Christmas; they accomplished
that decades ago.
When Christmas became centered

on the cheaper and better gift rather
than spending time with loved ones
and reflecting on the birth of Christ,
the holiday lost its true flavor.
There

is

no

current

war

on

Christmas. That war was lost a long
time ago. If resurgences like O'Reilly

in the United States there is a great

wish to lead a counter-revolution then

mix of religious beliefs of which
many do not observe Christmas as a
religious event.

they must set an example. O'Reilly

M o r e o v e r, I d o u b t t h a t t h o s e

instead he focuses on the commercial

who make such decisions decide

Christmas, trying desperately to show
how the substitute of "holiday" is an

what they do with the deliberate and

needs to go back to the relational
and reflective Christmas mindset, but

malice intent to attack the idea of the

attack on Christian and American

traditional Christmas. But O'Reilly
sees it differently.

values.

When the small town of Fort

Collins, Colo, voted to use less

controversial decor in their holiday

display O'Reilly stated it was "all part
of the secular progressive agenda."
Now, I do not know the reasons

behind the town's decision, but I

shows not only that the sexuality
and sensuality of female politicians
is fair game to be considered, lauded,
admired, critiqued; but also that
women in politics ate "problems"
to be solved, that they arc complex
emotion puzzles that we—or at least

"

World

"Runner's
several

years
but

ago,
instead

o f
a

was

featured

choosing
shorts-clad

Huckabce from

that

photo
for

2007

their

cover,

" N e w s w e e k "
shows Huckabee
in

a

thrcc-

Photo by LINDLEY KING

piece suit, looking ponderously—
presidentiaily—into the camera.

See COVERGIRLI page 8

Consider as well the multitude

Merchandise with an Epidermis

Santa versus Jesus

sponsored events refrain from using
religious decorations, schools are not

candidate Mike
also

issue of "Newsweek."
issue

God-

1960s, that women and men are now

especially given the
turkey of a cover photo
that appeared in a recent
The

combine to reflect contemporary
culture's pervasive sexism—a sexism
made more pernicious because many

a

people believe gender inequity is so

treatment of Palin,

than "Christmas;" government

cover

vice

one-time

later). Instead, I was
opposing the sexist

surrendering to the antl-rcligious
minority. Yet, is that really a war on
Christmas, or just good marketing?
O'Reilly and his allies tossed
about several examples to support
their thcorv: many department stores
now use the word "holiday," rather

the

and

Actually, I wasn't
defending Sarah Palin
per sc (more on that

Bill O'Reilly and many conseivativc
organizations would say yes. The
enemy? Corporations. These
conservative groups claim arc

riiat those legs are her best asset.

politician
appeared
"Newsweek",

bizarro world.

Is there a war on Christmas?

(lag does not imply leadership,
intellect, pc^litical acumen. Instead,
the picture .suggests Sarah is hot, and

Think
protest
much?
other

The cover blurb asks "(low do

seemed to have entered

By MARK KELLEY
Guest Reporter

appropriate.) Her hip-thrusting pose

found myself defending
Alaska's former governor

defending Sarah Falin.''
Somehow, our family

Photo by LINDLEYKING

a shorts-clad Palin might be more

Christ is not in the commercial

Christmas; he never was. The buying
of gifts and the decorating of trees is
in the temporal realm; true Christmas
is in the eternal realm, and the only
way one can experience that is with
Christ, not in the clutter of wrapping

paper and candy canes.

B y E M I LY H A R M O N W AT I L O
Guest Reporter

Law

enforcement

o f fi c e r s

in

Portland have estimated that they
encounter 3-5 girls per week that
slavery looks like. However, slavery is
arc involved in the sex trafficking
no longer just an issue that the Civil
industry. The Catholic Sentinel
War was fought for and has since
stated that in 2007 Oregon passed a
been abolished. Slavery is a large part
law "making it illegal
of our world, it is out
to subject anyone to
of sight and therefore
In January 2006
'involuntary servitude.'"
out of mind for most
President Bush
Washington passed an
of us, yet, according
anti-trafficking law in
to the International
Most of us arc aware of what

Justice Mission, it is a
billion dollar industry
in the world today,
even in the United
States.

signed a law making
the United States

one of the leading
forces in ending sex

Portland, Ore. is

trafficking.

one of the biggest sex
trafficking hubs in the United States

due to the easy transportation to
Portland and from Portland. Many
of the men, women and children

that are captured and sold into the
sex trade in the United States are not

brought from other countries bur arc

trafficking, and this law will help us
lead the fight."

Though the United States may
be the leader against sex trafficking
in the political realm, sex trafficking
is still enough of a problem here that
moving the focus to a universal level
would be unrealistic.
Transitions

Global

is

an

organization dedicated to serving the
men, women and children that arc

2003.

taken out of the sex trade and helping

In January 2006
President Bush signed
a law making the

them to heal and to transition into

United

the world outside of what rhcy have
been subjected to. According to

of

Transitions Global, there arc 300,000

the leading forces in

children in the United States alone

ending sex trafficking.

who are involved in the sex trade.

States

one

Representative Carolyn Maloncy
declared that; "Human trafficking
and sex slavery - the slavery of
the 21st Century — is an enormous
human rights problem that is too
often unnoticed. As the land of

It

works

with

sex

t r a f fi c k e d

victims all over the world and is

currently helping to establishing
a safe home in Portland that will

See SLAVERY I page 8

the free, the United States should

Church preaches that God hates
By LEIGH ROTHWEILER
Voice/Opinion Editor

Love your neighbor as yourself.

This Golden Rule not only appears in
Christianity but in over twenty-one

w i t h " G o d H a t e s t h e Wo r l d . " I k i d

you not, these are real music videos
this church has made.

Even more outrageous than those

WBC picketed his funeral bearing
signs that said, "God HATES Fags"
and yelled Shepard was going to hell
for the lifestyle he had chosen.

music videos, this website has a list of

I know that Christians will never

other world religions. So why isn't it

upcoming picketing events. A recent

practiced more? This is what I want

all agree on issues of homosexuality
but I have a feeling most Christians

picket another fag-

t o k n o w.

We . s t b o r o B a p t i s t C h u r c h ,
WBC, in Topeka, Kan. claims to be
a Christian church—to believe in

God and show God's love, but yet,
their actions don't show it. Last

year a group from this church flew
to Silvcrton, Ore. to protest the first
openly transgcnder mayor in the
nation, Stu Rasmusscn.

The grovip of five came hailing

signs which read "God Hates You,"
"You're Going to Hell," and "bag
M e d i a S h a m e . " T h i s i s n o t t h e fi r s t

time that this church, if you can call
it a church, has protested in Oregon.
Westboro Baptist Church has
protc.sted at the funerals of soldiers
killed in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Members of this church believe

that this is God's punishment on
American for homosexualitv.

When exploring their website,
the url is godhatcsfags.com, you can
see music videos that they have made.
These include classics like "Santa
Clause Will Take You to Hell" and
Photo by KATHRYN ANNETT

be a world leader in combating sex

United States citizens as well.

"50 Ways to Eat Your Baby" along

one, on Dec. 2, was titled "WBC to

infested, pedophile
whorehouse."

Can

you guess what they
are referring to? Not
a

real

whorehouse

like you make think,
or

a

house

used

for

sex trafficking. No. A
Catholic church—the

understand

that

In 1998, when preaching
^
,
that
God
hates
Matthew
Shepard
was homosexuals,
we
murdered because he reaching this

was a homosexual,
members of the WBC

picketed his funeral

people. Even if we
think homosexuality
is wrong, Jesus
calls us to love our

Cathedral of the Holy bearing SlgHS that Said,
Cross in fact, located in
"God HATES Fags"
Boston. This flyer for

neighbors and if our

the picketing also says

In this day
and age. it sccins

that "All Catholics arc
hell-bound!" and "God

and yelled Shepard
was going to hell.

hates Catholics."

1 should probably note that while
Westboro says it is a Baptist church, it

is not recognized by any other Baptist
churches and is often referred to as a
cult,

So while this organization says it
is a church, I'm sure that you can see
that it is not one. What they preach is
pure hatred. In 1998 when Matthew
Shepard was murdered because he
was a homosexual, members of the

neighbor happens to
be gay, we still need
t o l o v e h i m o r h e r.

like the world is

falling apart—espcciallv with groups

who preach hate. It is our job, as

Christians, to prevent this message
of hate from being preached and
focus on the message of love iesus
preached. As a (Christian university,
the students here have an amazing
opportunity to show what Jesus
was really teaching when he came
to earth. This should be even"

Christian's message and mission.

December 11, 2009

Oregonwins~Cl\^^
By ZACH MiDDLETON
Reporter

ThL- University of Oregon Ducks
claimed victory of the 115th Civil

War game and earned progression
to the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. I he
Ducks took the game with a 37-33
victory over their long-time rivals
the Oregon State Beavers.

I he game came down to the
fourth tiuarter. With a final drive
during the last six minutes of the
game by senior cjuarterback Jeremiah

'in■to""'p
ed The n"T
thc
eS
game
476 >ards on the season. But the

their offense looked
explosive and mean and

:r;7r "'r-

'"ur-game win streak.

rcomi
n nJgmmthi
' " " s'game:
' brevenge.
o u gAfter
ht

•lur eiTii,arrassitig 65-38 loss last

away again. Moevao got on Twitter

betorc the game and vowed payback

I he 2009 Civil War game was for his final Civil War. Unfortunately
predicted to be the most important Moevao ended his season early with
Civil War in a tradition lasting more a freak practice injury to his foot and
than 100 years. With the Pac-10

f:onfcrence title on the line, as well

as the first Rose Bowl appearance
for the Ducks since 1994. and the
Beavers 1964, this was one of the

tno-st highly anticipated college
football games in the country.

With one game left in their

conference schedule, having a 7-1
record and victory over the #4

ment headed to
Portland

came hack to score two
more touchdowns and a

tar at Rescr Stadium to the Ducks,
he Beavers' Ro.se Bowl dreams had
btLii smashed, Senior t|uarterback for
offensive line pushed forward and
lu-Beavers, Lylc Moevao. would not
helped create two fourth-down Rr hfs Rose Bowl dreams got taken
finish off the game.

Soccer excite

on their side, and coming
out of the locker room,

fi f . h i

aMic? 'T country,

Major League

to get some momentum

r

the

Masoli, the Ducks ran out the clock
ahead by four points. The Ducks'
conversions on their final drive to

SPORTS I 7
second half, especially
when they were already
down 23-21. They had

was not able to play.
During the first drive of the
game, the Ducks quarterback threw

a bullet down the middle of the field,

which ricocheted off the intended

receivers hands and was intercepted

hy the Beavers. Duck fans hoped

this would not be a sign of things to
c o m e .

The last thing they wanted was to
make a mistake like that to start the

By ERIN LEE
Reporter

field goal.
i he Ducks had
started the season with

With the final penalty kick.
Real Salt Lake completed a dramatic

an embarrassing 19-8
loss to Boise State, with
star-tailback, l.egarrctte
Blount, being suspended

upset of the LA Galaxy in the Major
League Soccer Cup on Nov. 22. As
the screams of the fans died down,

for the season after

I'ortland soccer fans dreamed of the

punching a Boise State

day when they too could experience
the hysteria.

lineman.

The senior was

Fans in the Pacific Northwest, a

given another chance
by first-year head coach,

region with a long history of soccer
passion, have been clamoring to

have their own professional teams
and experience the joy and anguish

Chip Kelly, and became
eligible for play in the
beginning of Nov'embcr.
However, Blount did not
see action until Thursday

night, when he redeemed

that comes with big time soccer.
MLS agreed with the fans, recently

ames (21) celebrates with teammate Davis (10)
after scoring against Oregon State.

granting three teams to the region:

Photo courtesy of GODUCKS.COM

himself and brought the
team back into the game
with a 12-yard touchdown run.

With their victory o v e r t h e
Beavers, the Ducks will go on to the
Rose Bow) on New Year's Day to

Buckeyes will have their hands full
with the #7 Ducks and their quick,
spread offense. It should be a great
game in Pasadena, and hopefully, a
great day for the Ducks and the Pac-

other day] regarding our ranking
that says 'I sec that the George Fox

NhWBERG — Just four years
ago George Fox did not even have

a Women's Golf athletic program.
N o w, a f t e r a f a i l s e a s o n w h i c h

brought four out of five tournament

wins for the Bruins, George Fox is

nationally ranked 18th in the latest

Golf World Division 111 coaches poll
after earning 114 points.
An earlier issue had the Bruins
ranked 20th, but while the fall

season had ended for George Fox,

a couple tournaments had yet to be

ladies golf team is rated #20 in the
nation - page 50 of Golf World
magazine - Fantastic!!!!"' McCloskey

Even though the team features

The Bruins earned the top four
medal spots aitd won by 22 strokes
in the George Fox Invitational at
the beginning of the season. The
Bruins were led by Nap's 76 — the
best individual score ever by a Bruin.

maturity amongst the youngsters has
led to a group not intimidated by
much. In five tournaments, George

tournaments."

Invitational.

in one, the DT Women's Monterey

Nap would break her own record
with a 75-srrokc day in the next

A Northwest Conference

In their four tournament wins,

championship could he on the

George Fox victory — an 18-stroke
win in the Pacific Invitational. Nap
again took home the individual title

c r o w n w o u l d b e t h e fi r s t f o r t h e

the Bruins have been nothing short
of dominant. Junior Brianna Nap has
been spectacular. George Fox won by
a combined 74 strokes, and Nap took

relatively green program, though how

home three individual titles — two

Mandy Cameron, a junior, won the
runner-up with an 83-81=164 as the
Bruins won by 22 strokes at the
Whitman Invitational. George Fox
would need to rely on freshman
Jill Westendorf in the NWC Fall

the team plays is anything but.

an MLS team, and we are proud to
have Portland join the cop level of

t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s . H o w e v e r, i n

Fox individual records.

four freshmen, senior leadership and

F o x fi n i s h e d fi r s t i n f o u r a n d s e c o n d

the NWC Fail Classic. A conference

storied soccer tradition deserves

most popular sport has historicaily
lackcd in popularity compared
to other professional sports in

said. "But now we arc 18th thanks
to some favorable results in other

horizon for the Bruins, who won

Garber said "A city with such a

million kids in America, the world's

The young team is now ranked 18 In the nation
Guest Reporter

team, MLS Commissioner Don

A sport enjoyed by over 3.2

Women's golf team finds early success
B y TAY L O R K A N E N

While announcing the new Portland

professional soccer in our region."

10.

play the Ohio State Buckeyes. The #8

S e a t t l e , Va n c o u v e r a n d P o r t l a n d .

with a 76-81=157 and teammate

performances which broke George

played. The results of those
tournaments bumped the
Bruins up two spots as the
Top 25 got shuffled around.
"It's great that wc arc

Classic. Westendorf shot a record-

setting 72 in the second day of the

getting noticed across the

tournament to lead the Bruins to a

nation, hut a little scary!"
admitted George Fox head

12-stroke victory after being down
eight strokes.

coach Mary Jo McCloskey,

The team consists of senior

who has headed the Bruins'

Whitney Clunes, juniors Nap,

impressive rise to national

Cameron, Sarah Askin, and

recognition all four years.
The team is receiving a
little more than recognition

freshmen Westendorf, Abby Mann,
and Kclsey Morrison.
Only one team in the West
Region is rated higher than George
Fox. Southwestern University
(Texas) is ranked 11th, after the
late shuffle moved them up from a

from collegiate coaches,
though. During The

President's Cup Tournament

in the San Francisco

Bay area, the Bruins met
professional golfers Stewart

tic for 12th. Whitworth University
garnered six points as the onlv other

Cink and Phil Mickelson.

NWC team included in the national

Check out McCloskcy's

coaches poll.

blog at http://bruingolf.
wordprcss.com/ to see

the last decade support has been
steadily growing for a high level
professional league. Major League
Soccer was born in 1993 and began
i t s fi r s t s e a s o n i n 1 9 9 6 w i t h t e n

teams. It continues to expand in
both teams and popularity. With
the Seattle Sounders playing their
inaugural season in 2009, the league
h a s i n c r e a s e d t o fi f t e e n t e a m s .

Philadelphia will join in 2010, and
P o r t l a n d a n d Ya n c o u v e i a r c s e t t o

join the league for the 2011 season,
rounding out the league to eighteen
t e a m s .

The new MLS ream wiU grow our
of the current Portland 'Limbers team
th a t i s a me mb e r o f th e U n i te d So cce r

League First Division, a lower level
professional league. The team will
keep the popular Portland Timbers

name, bur will have some exciting
new additions.

One of the biggest additions will
be a completely renovated PGE Park.
Currently the facility is a multi-use
park that is shared between the
minor league Portland Beavers, the
current Portland Timbers, and other

community events. But extensive
renovations are being planned to
turn PGE park into world class
soccer stadium while the Beavers will
receive a stadium of their own.

The team is hoping to replicate
the success of the Seattle Sounders,

the most recent expansion team in
t h e M L S . I n t h e i r fi r s t s e a s o n t h e
Sounders set an MLS record for

^ McCloskey taking a break to pose for a picture at a beautiful waterside golf course.
"[Srcwartj Cink's Photo courtesy of MARY JO MCCLOSKEY

average attendance of 30,943 while

See TIMBERS I page 8

mother sent me a note |the

f

BRUIN STATS and SCHEDULES

P'JAVA

fUNGL

203 N'illa Road, Ncwbcrg, OR (503) 538-1300

COFFEE
ESPRESSO
Te a

Pastries

Smoothies Breakfast Sandwiches
Italian Sodas Panini Sandwiches
Milkshakes & Morel
Ftt0e Wi-Fi

SWING IN VflTH TNIS COUPON FOR

«.00 OFF
OF A MEDIUM OR LARGE COFFEE DRINK

Expires January 11,2009 (gfu)

Men's Basketball

Wo m e n ' s B a s k e t b a l l

Overall: 3-3

Overall: 4-2

Pet.: 0.500

Pet.: 0.667

Streak: 2 Losses

Streak: 2 Losses

Home: 1-1

Home: 2-1

Away: 1-1

Away: 1-1

Neutral: 1-1

Neutral: I-O

Home Games Over Winter Break:

Jan. 2, at 4 p.m. (W) and 6 p.m. (M) vs. Puget Sound
Jan. 4, at 6 p.m. (W) and 8 p.m. (M) vs. Pacific (Ore.)

These statistics are current as ofTuesday, Dec. 8,2009
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